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NAVIER-STOKES, DYNAMICS AND AEROELASTIC COMPUTATIONS

FOR VORTICAL FLOWS, BUFFET AND AEROELASTIC APPLICATIONS

Osama A. Kandii*

Accomplishments (10/1/91-9/30/92)

The accomplishments which have been achieved on this grant in the period of 10/1/91-9/30/92 are

listed. These accomplishments include conference and proceedings publications, journal papers,

and abstracts which are either published, accepted for publication or under review. They also

include conference presentations, NASA highlight publications and status of graduate students.

I. Conference and Proceedings Publications

The following papers have been presented at national or international conferences and have been

published in conference proceedings or as refereed conference papers.

. Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. A., "Prediction and Control of Slender Wing Rock," Interna-

tional Congress of Aeronautical Sciences, ICAS Paper No. 92-4.7.2, Beijing, PRC, September

20-25, 1992 (a copy is attached).

. Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. A., "Three-Dimensional Simulation of Slender Delta Wing

Rock and Divergence," AIAA Paper No. 92-0280, ASM, Reno, Nevada, January 6-9, f1992

(a copy is attached).

. Kandil, O. A. and Liu, C. H., "Unsteady Vortex Flows and Flow Control Around Slender

Bodies and Delta Wings," Invited Paper, Workshop on Supermaneuverability, AFOSR, Lehigh

University, April 9-10, 1992, pp. 383-417.

. Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. H., "Recent Advances in Unsteady Computations and Ap-

plications of Vortex Dominated Flows," Invited Paper, Proceedings of the 4th International

Symposium on Computational Fluid Dynamics, University of California, Davis, September

9-12, 1991, Vot. I., pp. 570-575.

. Ph.D. Dissertation: Unsteady Euler and Navier-Stokes Computations Around Oscillating

Delta Wing Includirig Dynamics, Department of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics, Old

Dominion University, April 1992. Advisor: Prof. Osama A. Kandil, members of committee:

Drs. Woodrow Whitlow, Jr. (Head UAB) and Samuel R. Bland (UAB). Copies of the

Dissertation have been delivered to Drs. Whitlow and Bland (copies of cover page, abstract

and Table of Contents are attached).

* Professor and Eminent Scholar, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering and Mechanics
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6. Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. A., "Unsteady Flow Around Delta Wings with Symmetric

and Asymmetric Oscillations of Leading-Edge Flaps," NAS Technical Summaries, March

1990-Feb. 1991, p. 57.

II.

1.

.

.

Journal Papers

Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. A., "Unsteady Flow Around Delta Wings with Oscillating

Leading-Edge Flaps," Accepted for Publication in the Journal of Aircraft, to appear in August

1993.

Kandil, O. A., Salman, A. A. and Chuang, H. A., "Unsteady Flow Computations of Oscillating

Flexible Wings," Accepted for Publication in the Journal of Aircraft, to appear in August 1993.

Kandil, O. A. and Salman, A. A., "Computational Simulation and Flaps Active Control of

Delta Wing Rock," Accepted for Publication in the AIAA Journal, to appear in September

1993.

IlL Talks and Presentations

. Kandil, O. A., "Recent Advances in Unsteady Computations and Applications of Vortex

Dominated Flows," International Symposium on Computational Fluid Dynamics, University

of California, Davis, September 9-12, 1991.

2. Kandil, O. A., "Three-Dimensional Simulation of Slender Delta Wing Rock and Divergence,"

Aerospace Sciences Meeting, Reno, Nevada, January 6-9, 1992.

3. Kandil, O. A., "Unsteady Vortex Flows and Flow Control Around Slender Bodies and Delta

Wings," Workshop on Supermaneuverability, AFOSR, Lehigh University, April 9-10, 1992.

. Salman, A. A., "Unsteady Euler and Navier-Stokes Computations Around Oscillating Delta

Wing Including Dynamics," Ph.D. Dissertation Defense, MEM Dept., Old Dominion Uni-

_, April 1992.

. Kandil, O. A., "Unsteady Vortex Flows and Flow Control Around Slender Bodies and Delta

Wings," Canadian Air Force Group, Unsteady Aerodynamics Branch, May 14, 1992. A

Simulation movie has been shown for 3 flow solutions (a copy is delivered to Dr. Whitlow).

6. Kandil, O. A., "Prediction and Control of Slender Wing Rock," International Congress of

Aeronautical Sciences, Beijing, PRC, September 20-25, 1992.
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IV. Graduate Students

- Dr. Ahmed A. Salman: finished his Ph.D. dissertation in May 1992. He spent three months

as a Research Associate, and he is leaving on August 21, 1992 to Egypt where he is appointed

as an assistant professor, Faculty of Engineering, Zagazig University, Egypt.

Mr. Mark Flanagan (US Citizen): Started his M.S. program in September 1991. He was

supported through the MEM Department from September 1991-May 1992. Currently, he is

supported through the present grant. He started working on his M.S. thesis in January 1992 and

his effort is directed toward the quasiaxisymmetric tail-buffet model in a configured duct. He is

expected to finish his M.S. thesis in March 1993. He will be staying for his Ph.D. degree. His

Ph.D. research work will focus on a generic model for three-dimensional tail-buffet problem

where combined bending and torsion modes are considered along with its control.

- Mr. Steven Massey (US Citizen): Started his M.S. program in January 1992. He will start

working on his M.S. thesis as of September 1992. His effort will be directed toward the three-

dimensional tail-buffet problem in an unbound domain consisting of a delta wing followed by

a vertical tail. He will be supported from the present grant as of October 1992.

- Mrs. Tahani Amer (US Citizen): She is finishing her B.S. project under the Virginia Space

Grant in December 1992. She is staying for her M.S. degree and will be supported under

this grant. Her effort will be directed toward active control using leading-edge injection of

the wing rock motion.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION OF SLENDER DELTA
WING ROCK AND DIVERGENCE

Osama A. Kandil* and Ahmed A. Salman**

Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529

Abstract

Computational simulation of three-dimensional flows

around a delta wing undergoing rock and roll-divergence
motions is presented. The problem is a multidisci-

plinary one where fluid-dynamics equations and rigid-

body-dynamics equations are sequentially solved. For the
fluid-dynamics part, the unsteady Euler equations, which

are written relative to a moving frame of reference, are
solved using an implicit, approximately-factored, central-
difference, finite-volume scheme. For the rigid-body-
dynamics part, the Euler equation of rigid-body rolling

motion is solved using a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme.
Since the applications do not include deforming wings
or relative-rigid-body motions, the computational-fluid-

dynamics grid, which is fixed in the moving frame of ref-
erence, does not need to be updated once it is generated.

Introduction

The dynamic phenomenon of wing rock is character-
ized by large-amplitude, high-frequency, rolling oscilla-

tion with a limit-cycle amplitude. The rolling oscillation
is self excited and it is triggered by vortex-flow asymme-

try or vortex breakdown on highly swept delta wings at
high angles of attack. The study of this phenomenon is

vital for the dynamic stability and controllability of high
performance aircraft during maneuvering and landing.

Several experimental investigations 16 have been con-

ducted to gain basic understanding of the phenomenon.
Nguyen, et al. l tested a flat-plate delta wing with 80 °

leading-edge sweep for forced-oscillation, rotary and free-
to-roll tests. The free-to-roll tests showed that the wing

exhibited a rock motion at angles of attack greater than
25 °, and that the rock motion reached the same limit-cycle
condition independent of the initial conditions. Levin and

Katz 2 tested two delta wings with leading-edge sweeps
of 76 ° and 80 °. They found that only the wing with the
80 ° sweep would undergo a rock motion. Nelson and

his co-workers 3,4,s have conducted a series of experimen-

tal studies to investigate the mechanisms responsible for
wing rock on a delta wing with 80* leading-edge sweep.

Their analysis revealed that the primary mechanism for
the phenomenon was a time lag in the position of the

vortices normal to the wing surface. Moreover, they con-
cluded, through the analysis of separate contributions of

*Professor and Eminent Scholar, Dept. of Mechanical Engineering and
Mechanics. AssociateFellow AIAA

**Research Assistant, Same Dept., Menab¢_ A1AA

Copyright © 1992 by Professor *saran A. Kandil. Published by the

American Institute of A_ronautics and Astronautics, Inc. with Pemr,.issiota.

the wing upper and lower surface-pressure distributions,

that the upper surface pressure provides all of the insta-

bility and little damping in the roll moment and that the
lower surface pressure provides the classical roll damping
hysteresis. Morris and Ward s conducted dynamic mea-
surements in both a water tunnel and a wind tnnnel on

a delta wing with leading-edge sweep of 80*. Their re-
suits showed that the measured hysteresis loops in the

water tunnel were opposite in direction from those of the
wind tunnel. They concluded that the hysteresis direction
does not play as decisive a role as previously thought in

initiatingand sustaining wing rock.

Erickson 7,t analyzed experimental data for aircraft

configurations at high angles of attack in an attempt to
reveal the flow processes which generate wing rock. He

concluded that wing rock phenomenon for slender wings
is caused by asymmetric-leading-edge vortices and that

the vortex breakdown provides a limiter to the growth

of wing-rock amplitude. He also identified another two
mechanisms for limit-cycle oscillations in roll of ad-
vanced aircrafL

The literature review showed that numerical simula-

tion of this phenomenon for low speeds has recently been
presented by Konstadinopoulos, et al.9. This has been

followed by developments of analytical models to inves-

tigate the parameters affecting this phenomenon. Nayfeh,
et al) °'n have presented two analytical models and Hsu

and Lan 12 have presented one analytical model. The im-
proved analytical model of Nayfeh, et al.ll proved to

be superior in comparison with the Hsu and Lan model
and more accurate than their first model of reference 1°.

The model of reference n accurately fitted the rolling mo-
ment coefficient, which was computed by a vortex-lattice

method, using five terms which included the linear aero-
dynamic damping and restoring moments and the nonlin-

ear aerodynamic damping moments. With this model, it
was shown on the phase plane that both the wing rock
and wing-roll divergence were possible responses for the

wing. Hsu and Lan's model cannot predict wing-roll di-
vergence. A seriousquestionwhich can be raised regard-

ingthe work in references 9-12 is: how accurate the fluid

dynamics solution is, using the vortex lattice method?

Moreover, the fluid dynamics model limits its applica-
bility to low-_ flows and to anglesof attackbelow

the criticalvaluefor vortex breakdown. Moreover, the



vortex lattice model also cannot predict separated flows
from smooth surfaces.

The first computational unsteady solution for the
forced-rolling oscillation of a delta wing, which was

based on the unsteady Euler equations, was presented
by Kandil and Chuang 13. The solution used the locally-
conical flow assumption for supersonic flows in order to

reduce the computational time by an order of magnitude
as compared to that of the three-dimensional solutions.
Forced-pitching oscillation of airfoils were also consid-

ered in a later paper by Kandil and Chuang 14. The first
unsteady three-dimensional Euler solution for the forced-

pitching oscillation of a delta wing was also presented
by Kandil and Chuang is. The unsteady Navier-Stokes

solutions were also used by Kandfl and Chuang 16 for

the forced-rolling oscillation of a delta wing under the
locally-conical flow assumption. Batina 17 developed a
conical Euler solver, which was based on the use of un-

structured grids, and used it to solve for the flow around

a delta wing undergoing forced-rolling oscillation under
the locally-conical flow assumption. Later on, Lee and
Batina is extended the Euler solver to include a free-to-

roll capability to solve for a freely rolling delta wing
which exhibited wing rock. The solution was based on the
locally-conical flow assumption. In Ref. 19, the present

authors studied symmetric and anti-symmetric forced-
rolling oscillations of the leading-edge flaps of a delta

wing. A hinge is considered at the 75% location of the
local half span and the leading-edge flaps are forced to

oscillate both symmetrically and anti-symmetrically. The
Navier-Stokes and Euler equations are used to solve the

problem along with the Navier-displacement equation to
account for the grid deformation due to the leading-edge
flaps motion. In a later paper by the authors 2°, the effects
of symmetric and anti-symmetric flaps oscillation with

varying frequencies have been investigated for two flow
conditions. With the aid of these studies, the authors 21"22

studied the wing rock phenomenon as well as its ac-
tive control using anti-symmetric tuned oscillations of the

wing leading-edge flaps. The sequential solutions of un-

steady Euler equations and the Navier-displacement equa-

tions along with the Euler equation of rigid-body rolling

motion were used to obtain the solutions for these prob-
lems. The locally-conical flow assumption was also used
throughout these solutions.

In this paper, we present the first three-dimensional

computational simulation using the Euler equations for
flows around a delta wing undergoing wing-rock and roll-
divergence motions. The solutions are obtained using the
sequential solutions of the Euler equations for fluid flows

and the Euler equations for rigid-body roiling motion.
The equations and the boundary conditions ate written

with respect to a moving frame of reference. Since no

active control through the leading-edge flaps oscillations
is used in this paper, there is no need to move the

computational grid once it is generated the first time.

Formulation

The formulation of the problem consists of two sets
of equations. The first set is the unsteady ELder equations

which are written relative to a moving frame of reference.

This set is used to compute the flowfield for steady or
unsteady flows. The second set is the Euler equations of

rigid-body rolling motion. This set is used to compute
the wing motion when the dynamics problem is coupled
with the fluid dynamics problem.

Unsteady Euler Equations For Fiowfield

Using the transformation equations from the space-
fixed frame of reference to a moving frame of reference

(Refs. 13-16), the non-dimensional, unsteady, Euler equa-
tions are transformed to the moving frame of reference.
Such a transformation eliminates the need to move the

computational grid for rigid wings having time-dependent
rigid-body motion. Hence, the Euler equations are given
by

oO o_
-_- + _ = S (1)

where

#_1
= flow-field vector - j j Lo, pui, pu2, pu3, pe] t

(2)

_'_ = _'_(z_,x2, x3) (3)

E,, = inviscid flux = 7 &"_'*
1

= 7 [purn,puj u. + Od_'p,p_ U.
+ Oa_'p, pu3U,,, + Os_mp, pU, nh]' (4)

U. = Ok_"uk (5)

= source germ due to rigid--body motion = ffS

= _{0,-e(_,)_,-e(_,)_,-p(_,h,-elf' •ao
ql

+ (,_x_)ao + f'o (a, - ,_x¢) + _'. (,_x_)
+ (,_x_). (,_x_)]}' (6)

f: = f"o - _ = relative velocity (7)

R = f'o+ _x_ (s)

fit = rio + _x_ + 2_xV, + o_x02x_ ) (9)

p=p(7--1) e--_ + (10)



V 2 V_2
h - 7P + (11)

I) 2 2

The reference parameters for the dimensionless form

of the equations are L, ao_, L /a_ and po_ for the length,
velocity, time and density, respectively. In Eqs. (1)-(11),

p_is the density, u, the relative fluid velocity component,
Vo and _o translation velocity and acceleration of the

moving frame, f_ and 6, the transformation velocity and
acceleration from the space-fixed to the moving frames of

reference, _h and _ the angular velocity and acceleration
of the moving frame, L the wing chord length, _ the fluid

position vector, p the pressure, e and h the total energy
and enthalpy per unit mass relative to the moving frame

and 7 the gas index which is set equal to 1.4.

Euler Equation For Rigid-Wing Rolling Motion

Here, we consider a rigid wing fixed on an axle which

rotates in bearings. The bearing damping coefficient is A.
Torsional springs of stiffness k are assumed at the ends

of the axle. If 1_, is the mass-moment of inertia of the

wing around the axle and if M, is the aerodynamic rolling
moment around the axle, then the governing equation of

motion is given by

M, = 1,, 0 + AO + k0 (12)

where 0 is the roll angle which is positive in the counter-
clockwise direction.

Computational Schemes

The computational scheme used to solve Eqs. (1)-
(11) is an implicit, approximately-factored, centrally-
differenced, finite-volume scheme 131s. Added second-

order and fourth-order explicit dissipation terms are used

in the difference equation on its right-hand side terms,
which represent the explicit part of the scheme. The Ja-
cobian matrices of the implicit operator on the left-hand

side of the difference equation are centrally-differenced
in space, and implicit second-order dissipation terms are

added for the scheme stability. The left-hand side spa-
tial operator is approximately factored and the difference

equation is solved in three sweeps in the _1, _2 and _3
directions, respectively.

For the wing-rock problem, Eq. (12) is solved using
a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. Starting from known
initial conditions for O and 0, the equation is explicitly

integrated in time in sequence with the fluid dynamics

equations,..Eqs. (1-I1). Equation (12) is used to solve for
0, 0 and 0 while Eqs. (1-11) are used to solve for M,.

If the initial M, is nonzero, a case of asymmetric steady
flow at initial conditions, the initial values of 0 and 0 are

set equal to zero and the motion is initiated by the initial
rolling moment.

Computational Applications and Discussion

A sharp-edged delta wing with a leading-edge sweep

of 800 is considered for the computational applications.
The angle of attack is set at 30 ° and the freestream Mach

number is chosen as 0.3 for low speed simulation. The
wing mass-moment of inertia about its axis is 0.285, the

bearings damping coefficient is 0.15 and the torsional
springs stiffness is 0.74. The unsteady Euler equations
are solved for the three-dimensional flows. The bound-

ary of the computational domain consists of a hemispher-
ical surface with it center at the wing trailing edge on

its line of geometric symmetry. The hemispherical sur-
face is connected to a cylindrical aftersurface with its

axis coinciding with the wing axis. The hemispherical

and cylindrical radii are two root-chord lengths and the
downstream, circular exit boundary is at two root-chord
lengths from the wing trailing edge. The grid consists

of 32x32x48 grid points in the axial, normal and wrap-
around directions, respectively. The grid is generated in

the crossflow planes using a modified Joukowski wansfor-
marion, which is applied at the grid-chord stations with

exponential clustering at the wing surface.

Steady Flow (Initial Conditions)

Figure 1 shows the results for the steady flow at _ =
30 ° and M_ = 0.3. The results include the crossflow-

velocity vectors and static-pressure contours at three-
chord stations of 0.54, 0.79 and 0.91; and the surface-

pressure coefficient at two chord stations of 0.54 and 0.79.
The results show that although the wing is at zero sideslip

angle, the flow is asymmetric. The primary vortex on the
right side produces more suction pressure than the one on
the left side, and hence there is a net counter-clockwise

(CCW) rolling moment. Using these results for the initial
conditions of the wing-rock problem, the wing is released

from rest at zero roll angle (00 = 0) and zero roll velocity
(0° = 0).

Simulation of Wing Rock

Since the steady flow solution is asymmetric. 3,1,

in Eq. (12) is of non-zero value and hence Eq. (12) is
initially inhomogeneous. At t = 0, we set 00 = 00 = 0
and release the wing with its initial M, value as the

driving rolling moment. At t = At, Eq. (12) of the

wing dynamics is integrated to obtain 0 and hence 0 and

0 (At = 0.005). Then, Eqs. (1-11) of the fluid flow are
integrated to obtain the components of the flowfield vector

and hence p and M,. Next, t is increased to 2At and the
sequential integration of the dynamics equation and the

fluid flow equations is repeated. The sequential solutions
are repeated until the limit-cycle amplitude response is
reached

In Fig. 2, we show in the first row the roll angle,

rolling-moment coefficient, M,, and normal-force coeffi-
cient, C._-, versus time, and in the second row we show the



correspondingroll-angularvelocity,rolling-momentcoef-
ficientandnormal-forcecoefficientversustheroll angle.
Significanttransientresponsesdevelopin thetimerange
of t = 0 ---* 22, wherein the amplitudes of the responses

increase and decrease. Thereafter, t > 22, the amplitudes
of the responses continuously increase until t = 95. At

t _>95, the amplitudes and frequencies of the responses

become periodic reaching the limit-cycle response, which
is typical of the wing-rock motion. During the limit-cycle
response, the maximum roll angle, 0m_x, is 10 °, the mini-
mum roll angle, 0_n, is -11 ° and the period of oscillation

is 3.53, which corresponds to a frequency of 1.78. With
At = 0.005, each cycle of oscillation in the limit-cycle

response requires 706 time steps. The shown responses,
up to t = 140, required 28,000 time steps. It should be
nofced that the frequency of the normal-force coefficient

is twice that of the roll angle and rolling-moment coef-
ficient.

Next, we consider one cycle of the limit-cycle

response and analyze the roll angle, rolling-moment-
coefficient and normal-force-coefficient responses to gain
physical insight of the wing-rock phenomenon. For this

purpose, we show in Fig. 3 0, Mz and C¥ vz. _ in
the range of t = 135.19 --, 138.72 and the corresponding
0, Mz and C.,_-vz. 0 in the range of 0 = -00 ---, + 00. This

period of oscillation is marked by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4

and 5 in Fig. 3. In the first quarter of the cycle (1 ---. 2),
the roll angle of the left side of the wing decreases from 0*

---, -11" and the wing rolls in the clockwise (CW) direc-
tion, the rolling-moment coefficient increases and changes
sign from -0.057 ---, 0.0 ---* + 0.023 and the normal-force
coefficient decreases and then increases from 2.68 -- 2.65

--. 2.75. It is important to notice that the rolling moment

changes its sign which means that the rolling moment
during the first part of this quarter of the cycle is in the
CW direction (the same direction as the motion) and in

the second part of this quarter of the cycle is in the CCW
direction (the opposite direction of the motion). Hence,

the roiling moment increases the negative angle in the first
part and then it limits the growth of the roll angle in the

second part. In the second quarter of the cycle (2 ---, 3)

the roll angle increases from -11 ° ---, 0 and the wing rolls
in the CCW direction, the rolling-moment coefficient in-
creases and then decreases from +0.023 ---. 0.045 ---, 0.04

and the normal-force coefficients increases and then de-

creases from 2.75 --.. 3.0 ---, 2.84. The rolling-moment
coefficient is in the CCW direction (the same direction as

the motion). In the third quarter of the cycle (3----,4) the

roll angle increases from 0 ---. 10 ° and the wing keeps its
rolling motion in the CCW direction, the rolling-moment
coefficient decreases and changes sign from +0.04 _ 0
--, -0.038 and the normal-force coefficient decreases and

then increases from 2.84 --, 2.78 ---. 2.86. Again, it is no-
ticed that the rolling moment changes its sign from CCW

to CW directions and limits the roll angle growth.

In Figs. 4 and 5, we show snapshots at points 2 and

4, respectively; of the cross-flow-velocity vectors and the

static-pressure contours at the chord stations of 0.54, 0.63

and 0.79 and the surface-pressure coefficient at the chord

stations of 0.54 and 0.63. In Fig. 4, the primary vortex
on the right side is nearer to the upper wing surface than

the one on the left side. Moreover, the primary vortex

on the right is further away from the plane of geometric
symmetry in comparison to the one on the left. The

surface-pressure curves show large peaks on the right side

and that the surface-pressure difference on the right side
is larger than the one on the left side. This results into

a CCW rolling moment at this maximum negative roll
angle of -11 °. In Fig. 5, the opposite process occurs;

the surface-pressure difference on the left side is larger
than the one on the right side and this results into a

CW rolling moment at this maximum positive roll angle
of +10 °. These results are consistent with those of the

experimental data of Refs. 3 and 4.

In Fig. 6, we show the variations of the maximum

static pressure of the vortex cores of the primary vortices

on the left and right sides versus the roll angle for the
chord station of 0.54. The numbers on the figures corre-

spond to those in Fig. 3. Since the maximum static pres-

sure of the core is proportional to the vortex-core strength,
it is obviously seen that the primary vortex on the right
side has a greater strength at point 2 as compared to that
on the left side. The strength differential between the

right and left vortices along with the locations of the vor-
tex cores contributes substantially to the net total CCW

rolling moment which limits the negative growth of the
roll angle and reverses the wing motion. Similarly, it is

concluded that the strength differential between the left
and right vortices at point 4 substantially contributes to

the net total CW rolling moment which limits the positive
growth of the roll angle and reverses the wing motion.

In Fig. 7, we split the rolling-moment coefficient
into restoring and damping components similar to Kon-

stadinopoulos, et al.9. First, the rolling-moment coeffi-
cient M, is fitted using the following expansions in terms
of 0 and 0:

M_ = alO + a_O + a30 _ + a_O_O

+ asO_O + atO 3 + arO _ + a8040

+ a90203 + aloO_O 3 + a11040 + a1205 (13)

The coefficients a_ - a12 are determined using a least-
squares fit. A comparison of the original (--e-) and fit-

ted (--x--) rolling-moment coefficients is shown in Fig. 7.
Next, we split the fitted-rolling-moment coefficient into a

restoring part, M,, and a damping part, Md, as follows:

M, = (a_ + asO' + a_O')O

+ (a, + a,oO')O'+ a,O _ (14)

M, = (,,,+ ,,,e' + ,,,e')0
+ + a,0,)0,+ (15)



InFig.7, wealsoshowMr and 0 versus time, and Md
and 0 versus time. Moreover, we show on these figures

the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 which correspond to the
same numbers in Figs. 3 and 6. In the first quarter of the
cycle (1_2), the roll angle 0 decreases from 0 ---. -110,

the restoring rolling moment becomes negative during
the first part and positive during the second part and the

damping roiling moment, which is negative at point 1,
increases during the first part and becomes almost zero

during the second part. It is very interesting to notice that

M, and Ma are negative during the first part and hence
they are in the same direction as the motion. During the
second part, AL becomes positive reaching its maximum

at point 2 when 0m_, -- -110 and hence it limits the
angle growth. During the same second part, Md becomes

almost zero indicating a loss of damping rolling moment.
In the second quarter of the cycle (2_3), M, stays almost
constant during the first part and drops to zero in the

second part when the roll angle becomes 00. During the

same second quarter, AIa continuously increases from 0 to
a maximum positive value when the roll angle becomes 0.

In the third quarter of the cycle (3-4), a similar interaction
of 0, 34, and Md as that of the first quarter (1-2) occurs

except with opposite signs. These conclusions are exactly
similar to those of Ref. 9. Hence, the loss of damping

rolling moment is responsible for the wing-rock motion.

Simulation of Wing Roll Divergence

In Ref. 10, it has been reported that roll divergence

has been observed for the 80 ° leading-edge sweep delta
wing. In fact, roll divergence has been analytically
shown 1° to exist for certain initial conditions using the

phase plane analysis. In the present paper, we considered
the same wing described earlier to simulate roll diver-

gence. The aerodynamic conditions are kept the same as

those for the wing-rockproblem. For the dynamic condi-
tions, we set A = 0 and k = 0; i.e., there is neither bearings

damping nor torsional springs. The mass-moment of in-
ertia is kept at lzz = 0.285. Starting with the same steady

flow solution of the previous problem, as the initial con-
ditions, we released the wing at t = 0.

In Figs. 8-12, we show the results of this case. Fig-
ure 8 shows the roll angle, rolling-moment coefficient
and normal-force coefficient versus time. The roll an-

gle increases slowly to 10° at t = 4.5 (,point 1) while

the rolling-moment coefficient increases at a little larger
rate until t = 4.5. The rolling-moment coefficient is in
the CCW direction, which is the same direction as the
motion. The normal-force coefficient increases and then

decreases to almost its original value. Figure 9 shows
the corresponding snapshots at point 1 of the crossflow-
velocity vectors and static-pressure contours at the chord

stations of 0.54 and 0.79 and the surface-pressure coeffi-

cient at the chord station of 0.79. The primary vortex on
the right side is larger than the one on the left and it is
nearer to the plane of geometric symmetry than the one

on the left. The surface-pressure-coefficient curve shows
that a net CCW rolling-moment exists.

In the time range t = 4.5 ---. 6 (points 1 _ 2), Fig. 8
shows that the roll angle increases at a faster rate than be-

fore (0 = 35* at point 2), the rolling-moment coefficient
increases at a very fast rate and the normal-force coeffi-

cient drops. Figure 10 shows the corresponding snapshots

of results at point 2. The primary vortex on the fight be-
comes larger than the one on the left. Moreover, the
primary vortex on the right expands in the spanwise di-
rection, while the one on the left moves outboard of the

left leading edge. The surface-pressure-coefficient shows

that the pressure coefficient on the left upper surface be-
comes positive. This explains the fast increase in the

rolling-moment coefficient and the fast decrease in the
normal force coefficient.

In the time range t = 6 -- 6.75 (points 2---,3), Fig. 8

shows that the roll angle increases at an even faster rate
than before (0 = 64* at point 3), the rolling-moment

coefficient increases to a peak value and then decreases
and the normal-force coefficient keeps on decreasing.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding snapshots of results

at point 3. The primary vortex on the right side becomes
very large and affects a portion of the left side of the

wing. The primary vortex on the left is already off the
left leading edge. In fact. one can see the left vortex on
the left lower surface of the wing. The surface-pressure

curves clearly explain the loss of normal force and the

increase and decrease in the rolling-moment coefficient.

In the time range of t = 6.75 - 8.25 (points 3---,4),
Fig. 8 shows that the roll angle becomes substantially
high (0 = 1380 at point 4), the rolling-moment coefficient
decreases fast and the normal-force coefficient increases

fast. Figure 12 shows the corresponding snapshots of the

results at point 4. The primary vortices on the upper sur-
face disappear and start appearing on the lower surface.

The surface pressure curve shows that the pressure coef-
ficient on the lower surface is completely negative and on

the upper surface is partially positive and partially nega-

tive. The surface pressure curve explains the sudden drop
in the rolling-moment coefficient and the sudden increase
in the normal-force coefficients.

Concluding Remarks

Computational simulation of unsteady, three-dimen-

sional, subsonic flows around a delta wing undergoing
wing-rock and roll-divergence motions is presented and
analyzed. The present multidisciplinary problem is solved

for the first time using sequential solutions of the three-
dimensional unsteady Euler equations for the flowfield

and the Euler equation of rigid-body rolling motion for

the wing kinematics. The fluid flow Euler equations are
solved using an implicit, approximately factored, central-

difference, finite-volume scheme and the rigid-body Eu-
ler equation is solved using a four-stage, Runge-Kutta
scheme. Simulation of the wing-rock problem is obtained



for a delta wing which is mounted on an axle with tor-
sional springs and the axle is free to rotate in bearings

with viscous damping. The wing starts its motion under
the effect of an initial rolling moment due to the initially
asymmetric flow at zero roll angle and zero angular ve-

locity. For the simulation of the roll-divergence problem,
the bearings are assumed frictionless and the torsional

springs are removed. It has been shown that the hystere-
sis responses of position and strength of the asymmetric
right and left primary vortices are responsible for the wing
rock motion. Moreover, it has also been shown that the

loss of aerodynamic damping rolling moment at the zero
angular velocity value is a main reason for the wing rock

motion. These conclusions are consistent with the pre-
vious findings of the experimental 3'4 and computational 9
research work.
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PREDICTION AND CONTROL OF SLENDER-WING ROCK
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ABSTRACT

The unsteadyEulerequationsand theEulerequa-
tionsofrigid-bodydynamics,bothwritteninthemov-
ingframeofreference,aresequentiallysolvedtosimu-
latethelimit-cycterockmotionofslenderdeltawings.

The governingequationsof fluidflow and dynamics
ofthepresentmulti-disciplinaryproblemaresolvedus-

ingan implicit,approximately-factm_d,central-difference
like,finite-volumeschemeand afour-stageRunge-Kutta

scheme, respectively.For the controlof wing-rock

motion,leading-edgeflapsareforcedtoosculateanti-
symmetricallyat prescribedfrequencyand amplitude
whicharetunedinordertoSUplaXSstherockmotion.

Sincethecomputationalgriddeformsduetotheleading-

edgeflapsmotion,thegridisdynamicallydeformedusing
theNavier-displacement(ND) equations.Computational
applicationscoverIocally-ctmicaland threeMimensioml
solutionsforthewing-rocksimulationand itscontrol.

INTRODUCTION

The dynamicphenomenonof wing rock is character-

izedby large-amplitude,high-frequoncy,roUingoscilla-

tionwith a limit-cycle amplitude. The rolling oscillation
is self excited and it is _ggetw_! by vortex-flowasymme-
try or vortex breakdown on highly swe_ delta wings at
highanglesofattack.The studyof thisphenomenonis
vitalforthedynamicstabilityandcontrollabilityofhigh

performance aircraft during maneuvering and landing.

The literature shows that several experimental

investigationst_ havebeenconductedtogainbasicun-
derstandingof thephenomenon.Nguyen,etal.ttested

a flat-platedeltawing with80" leading-edgesweep for
forced-oscillation,rotaryand free.to-rolltests.The free-

to-rolltestsshowedthatthewingexhibiteda rockmotion
atanglesofattackgreaterthan25",andthattherockmo-

tionreachedthe same limit-cycle response intspective of
the initial conditions. I._vin and Kat_ tested two delta

wings with leading-ed_ swoe_ of 76" and 80% They
found that only the wing with the 80' sweep would un-
dergo a rockmotion. Nelson and his co-wot_rs-s'scon-

ducteda seriesofexperimentalstudiestoinveatlgamthe
mechanismsresponsibleforwing rockoe a deltawing

with 80° leading.edgesweep. Their atmiysis revealed that
theprimary mechanismfor theplumomenon was a lime
lag in the position of the vot_ice_ normal to the wing
surface. Moreover, they concluded, through the analy-
sis of separate contributions of the wing upper and lower

surface-pressure distributions, that the upper surfsce pres-
sure provides all of the instability and little damping in the
roll moment and that the lower surface pttmgm_ provides
tim classicalroll damping hysteresis. MorrisandWtu_
conducted dynamic me_rements in both a water tun-
nel and a wind tunnel on a delta wing with leading.edge
sweep of 80% Their results showed that the measured
hysteresisloops in the water tunnel were opposite in di-
rection to those of the wind tmmeL They concludedth_

the hysteresis direction does not play as decisive a role as
previouslythought in initiating and _g wing rock.

E.,-ickson_a analyzed exl_r'imenml data for aircraft

configmations at high angles of attackinan attemptto
reveM the flow pmceases which gener_ wing r_:k. He
concluded that wing rock phenomenm for slenda" wings
is causedby &,n/rnmea'ic-le_ling-edgevoices and
the vortex tmmkdown provides a limiter to the growth
of wing-rock amplitude. He also identified another two
mechanismsforlira/t-cycleoscillationsin rollforad-
vanced aircraft.

The literature review showed that numerical simula-

tion of thisphenomeaon forlow speedshasrecentlybeen
pcesen_l by _, et sl?. This has been
followed by developments of analytical models to inves-
figlue the psrame_s affecting this phenomenon. Nayfeh,
Ct Ii tO-ithave _t_l two m_fl_tical mot_ _
and Lan t2 have IXT._mtodone analytical modeL The im-
proved analytical model of Nayfeh, et M.tt prow to
be supmor in c_ with the I_ and l.an model
and nmm accurme tlum their first model of _fet'et_ t°.

The model of ecfere..n_ xt accuramly fitted rite rolling too*
ment coefficient, which was compu_d by a vcs_.laaice
method, using five te_ms which included the _ aero-
dymmic damping and restoring montenm md the nonlin-
ear semdymunic damping moments. W_h this model, it
was shown on the phase plane th_ boebthe wing rock
and wing-roll di_ we_ pmsiMe _ forthe

wing. Hsu m_l Lam's model canno¢ predict wing-roll di-
vergence, A seriom ques_m which can be ndsed re_/-
ing the wod_ in references 9.12 is: how sccurste tl_ fluid
dymunics solu_k_ is, umg _ vormx lm_ce method?
Mortov_, thefluid dymmics model limits its spplka-
bitity to Iow-spoext flows and to angles of attack below
tim cr/tlcal valtm for vortex Immkdo_. Moreover, the
vortex lattice model also carmot predict _ flows
from smooth surfaces.

"ProfessormdF.m/nm*Scho_. _ of M_hmcs/
md Med_ict,/_tto_ist_ Fellow

• "Graduate 5mdmt, _ _ Member AIAA.



The first compqtatioual unsteady solution for the
forced-rolLing oscillation of a delta wing, which was
based on the unsteady Euler equations, was presented
by Kandil and Chuang 13. The solution used the loeally-
conical flow assumption for supersonic fows in order to

reduce the computational Lime by an order of magnitude
as compared to that of the three-dimensional solutions.
Forced-pitching oscillation of airfoils were also consid-

ered in a later paper by Kandil and Chuang 14. The first
unsteady three-dimensional Euleg solution for the fon:ed-

pitching oscillation of a delta wing wu also presented
by Kandil and Chuang 15. The unsteady Navier-Stokes
solutions were also used by Kandil and Chuang 16 for

the forced-roiling oscillation of a delta wing under the

locally-conical flow assumption. Batina t7 developed a
conical Euler solver, which was based on the use of un-

structured grids, and used it to solve for the flow around

a delta wing undergoing forced-rolling oscillation under
the locally-conical flow assumption. Later on, Lee and
Batina t. extended the Euler solver to include a free-to-

roll capabiLity to solve for a freely rolling delta wing
which exhibited wing rock. The solution was based on the
locally-conical flow assumption. In Ref. 19, the present

authors studied symmetric and anti-symmetric forced-
rolling oscillations of the leading-edge flaps of a delta
wing. A hinge is considered at the 75% location of the
local half span and the leading-edge flaps are forced to

oscillate both symmetrically and anti-symmetrically. The
Navier-Stokes and Euler equations are used to solve the

problem along with the Navier-displacement equation to
account for the grid deformation due to the leading-edge
flaps motion. In a later paper by the authors 2°, the effects
of symmetric and anti-symmetric flaps oscillation with

varying frequencies have been investigated for two flow
conditions.With the aid of these studies, the authors 2t22

studiedthe wing rock phenomenon as well as itsac-

tivecontrolusinganti-symmetrictunedoscillationsofthe

wing leading-edgeflaps.The sequentialsolutionsof un-

steadyEulerequationsand theNaviea-displacementequa-

tionsalong with the Eulerequationof rigid-bodyrobing

motion were used to obtainthe solutionsfog theseprob-

lems.The locally-conicalflow assumptionwas alsoused

throughoutthesesolutions.Simulationof wing-rockand

wing-divergencemotions was _nted by the authors
forthe three-dimensionalflows inReL 23.

Inthepresentpaper,theunsteadyEulerequationsand

the Euler equations of rigid-body dynamic& both writl_
in the moving frame of refm_-,tr_ are used to simulate

the limit-cycle rock motion of slender delta wings. Con-
trolling the wing-rock motion is achieved by using anti-

symmetric forced-oscillation of the wing leading-edge
flaps. For the active control of wing rock. the grid is
dynamically deformed using the ND equations.

FORMULATION

The formulation of the Iwoblem ccmi_ of three sets

of equatiom. The first set is the unsteady, comWembie,
Euler equations which are written relative to a moving
frame of reference. This set is used to compute the
flowfieid for steady or unsteady flows. The second set is

the unsteady, linearized, Navier-displacement equations
which are used in the moving flame of reference to

compute the grid displacements whenever the leading-
edge flaps oscillate. If the leading-edge flaps do not
oscillate, the ND equationsare not used. The thirdset

isthe Eulorequationsof rigid-bodymotion forthe wing

only or fog the wing and itsflaps.This setisused to

compute the wing motion forthe wing-rock problem. It

issolvedin sequence with the firstset.For thecontrol

of wing-rock motion, this set is solved in sequence with
the first and second sets.

Unsteady Euler Equations

Using the tramfornmtion equations from the space-
fixed frame of refemge to a moving frame of reference

(Refs- 13-1Y), the non-din_nsiomd, unsteady, compmm-
ible, Euler equations are transformed to the moving frame
of reference. Such a transfomation elimina_ the mo-

tion of the computational grid for rigid wings having
time-dependent rigid-body motion. Since the flaps of the

wings m_ allowedmy small relative rigid-bodymotion
per time step of the integration gheme, one must con-

sider the computational grid as time-degw.ndent whenever
the grid is updated,and the grid speed in Eqs.(4) and

(5) must be computed. Hence, the Euler equations are
given by

-- +

whem

= flowfield vector

= 7 = 7 L°'puj'pu''pu''pe]

= (3)

]_._.inviJcidflux

I

= 7[e p., P'. + u.

+ a._'e,_u. + a3,f'_,,pu.h - ._7.p],(4)

u. = _¢"u. + Of" (5)
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= source term due to rigid-body motion - _S

= _{0, -_(a,),,-_(a,)2, -_(a,h,-_(_" a.
+ (_). ao+ _',. (_, - _x_') + _,. (_x_)
+ (_xe). (_x,_)])* (6)

= _'. - _ = relative velocity (7)

= 17,+ ,_x_ (8)

a, = ao+ ,_x_+ _x17. +,_x(,_xe) (9)

P= P(7-1)Ie--2-+V_-_/ (10)

h = "/-.--_--P + (It)
p(_- I) 2 2

T_e reference parameters for the dimensionless form
of the equations are L, a=, L/aoc and 9_ for the leng_t,
velocity, time and density, respectively. Here,/.,isa
reference length which is taken as the wing root-chord
length.

In Eqs. (1)-(11), the indicial notation is used for con-
venience. Hence the 'indices k, 1,n and s are summation
indices and m is a free index. The range of/:, l, m, n,
and s is 1-3 and Ot = _.

The term -_ represents the ruth component of the
gridvelocity. It is set equal to zero when the grid is not
_ingupdated. In Eqs. (1)-(11), p is the density, u,, the
relative fluid velocity component, V. and _. translation
velocity and acceleration of the moving frame. _ and
_, the uansfonnation velocity and acceleration from the
space-fixed to the moving frames of refe_Jr.e, 0 and
the angular velocity and acceleration of the moving frame,

the fluid position vector, p the pressure, e and h the total
energy and enthalpy per unit mass relative to the moving
frameand 7 the gasindexwhich is set equal to 1.4.

Unsteady, Linearized Navier-l)isplacement

Equations

The details of the derivation of these equations are
given by the authors in Re£ 20. The dimensionless form
of these equations is given by

_Vp+pMec O[_V(V._)+V,_] _uB.,., O_ -- p--_- (12)

where _ is the displacement vector of a grid point. For
each grid point (a fluid element), Eq. (12) is integrated

overa shortlimenmge (t- t,)where A, /Amd p Ee
keptconstants.Thisyieldstheequation

- f t VPdt +/JMec [_V( V'fi)+ V*fi]

oe + _.(0= p_- (13)

In Eq. (x2). we use R.= to referm themeshpoint
Reynolds number which is different from the flow
Reynolds number. This has been done in onJer to provide
a limitex for the grid displacement to avoid grid distortion
or overlapp/ng, penicularly in regions of high flow rever-
sal Equation (13) is the vect_ form of the ND equations
m be used for competingthegrid-poinm displacement
subjecttodisplacement boundary and initial conditions.
The equation is a pamlx)iicequation in time which is in-
tegratedby using the altemmting direction implicit (ADD
scheme. The constant _,(e) in Eq. (13) is computed from
the Im_ceding time-range integrations.

Euler Equation of Rolling Rigid Wing With and

Without Oscillating Leading-Edge Flaps:

Figure I shows a sketchofa wing and its flaps which
are undergoing rolling motion. The roiling moron of
the flape is anti-symmeu_. The wing is fixed to an

exile which roeUes in _ The beadn_ dam.ping
coefficient is A. Torsional springs of stiffne_ k Ire
assmned at the ends of the axle. The xyz axes which
ate fixed to the wing _e assumedto mincide with the
p_cip_ axes of h-_ea of me wing-m_ m.egurmon.
At section A-A, thewing half span is /! and the flap
width is/2. The _ of the wing and each flap arc m_
and m2, respectively, end their resistive mere-moment
of inerfias aroundtheir eamtersof maas a_ Ie, and I,_.
The generalized coordinates of the v_tem are taken as 0_
and 0_, which am _ from the hecizontal po_tim.
If the aerodynamic moment of the wing snd iU flaps about
the x-sxis is C, lind if one u_ Ihe L_ dymlmics
for obt_g the governing_ of motion, one
the following equationfor ",he_ comdiemee

c.- (,,.., - ,,

= (&,_ + 2z,._ T_ -
- m]l,l]O_ sineu

- 2m,hl_O,0_ sin Pu + A0_ + &e_ (14)

whereOu = 0_ - _,, It,, mid I_, m the _ moment
of inertiaof thewingaedtheflap.respectively,around
the wing _ of rotation. If the ingles O_ and #21 Ire
assme_ tobemudl,rheathelinesdmdeqeJionmd._
to

= (.'..+ 2.,..,T_ -

+ A_et+ tO_ 05)



On the other hand, if the flaps are not deflected and the

wing and its flaps roll as a rigid body, Eq. (15) becomes

C, = I,,¢_ + _e_ + _¢_ (16)

where I,, is the mass moment of inerdal of the composite

wing-flaps configura6on without relative motion.

Equation (16) governs the wing-rock problem while
Eq. (15) governs the linearized control of wing-rock prob-
lem by using a prescribed motion of the leading-edge
flaps.

COMPUTATIONAL SCHEMES

The computational scheme used to solve Eqs. (I)-
(11) is an implicit, approximately-factored, cenurally-
differenced, finite-volume scheme 13"Is, Added second-

orderand fourth-order explicit dissipation teams are used

in the difference equation on its fight-hand side terms,
which represent the expficit part of the scheme. The Ja-
cobian matrices of the implicit operator on the left-hand
side of the difference equation are centrally-differenced

in space, and implicit second-order dissipation terms are
added for the scheme stabiliW. The left-hand side spa-
tial operator is approximately factored and the difference
equation is solved in three sweeps in the _1, _2 and _3

directions, respectively.

For the wing.rock problem, Eq. (16) is solved u._ng
a four-stage Runge-Kutta scheme. Starting from known
initial conditions for 0 and 0, the equation is explicitly

integrated in time in sequence with the fluid dynamics

equa.tions, Eqs. (1-11). Equation (16) is used to solve for
0, 0 and 0 while Eqs. (1-I 1) are used to solve for C,.

Ifthe initial C, is nonzero, a case of asymmetric su_ady
flow at initial conditions, the initial values of 0 and 0 ans

set equal to zero and the motion is initiated by the inidal

rolling moment.

For the control of the wing-rock problem using flaps
oscillation, the motion of the flal_ 021, 02j and 0_,

specified and r_. 04) (nmainmr equation) _ Eq.0..5)
(lineaxized equation) is used to solve for 0t, 0t and 0t.
The fluid dynamics equations, Eqs. (1)-(1 I), and the grid-

deformation equation, Eq. (13). are sequentially used m
solve for C,.

COMPUTATIONAL APPLICATIONS
AND mSCUSSlON

Simulation of Wing.Rock-Motion

(Locally-Conical Flow)

A delta wing of sweep-back angle of 80., at an angle
of attack of 35 ° and a Mach number of 1.4 is considered.

The wing has an ellipl_ section with sherpened leading
edges. The wing ma_-moment of inertia about its x axis

is 0.02, the bearing damping coefficientis 0.2 and the
spring stiffness is 0:74. The unsteady Eulet equations

are solved for locally-conical flows. The computational
grid is of 64x64x2 in the wrap aemmd, nom_ and axial
directim& re_eetively. For these flow conditions, the

stc_y flowisL_m¢_c., _d be_ccC, #01t=O.
The_fo_, we set_ = _ = O. The EnI_ equationsof

fluid flow and of rigid-body dymln_s _ sequentially
integrated accurately in time with At - 0.0025. Figures
2 and 3 show the results of this case. Figure 2 shows the

time responses of 01, C, and C,, and the _ding

phase planes of 01 vz 01, Cr vz 0| and Cj vz 01. The time
responses show the long time, t _ 7. it takes to build up
the growing roll-angle response. The reaponses clearly

show that the 01 and C, continuously increase in time
with increasing frequencies. The limh-cycle response is
reached at t - 21 which is clearly shown on the phase

planes. The mean amplitude of 0t is -0.5 °, its maximum

is 40" and its minimum is -41 °. Figure 3 shows snap
shots of the surfacc-pressu_ coefficient and crms-flow
velocity at the in._mts corresponding to points 1 and 2
on Fig. 2. The strong asymmetric motion of the primary
vorticesrareclearlyseen. Also, the surface-I_.ssure-

coefficient response clearly shows the genenttion of the
restoring rolling moment m the wing motion.

Active Control of Wing Rock Using

Leading-Edge Flaps Oscillation

The next _ is to cont_l the wing rock respen_
of the previouscase. For this puqx_e a le_ling-edge

flap hinge is assumed to be at the 76% locationof

the loca]-half-_an length. The flaps motim is intro-
duced at to - 13.02 when 0| - --4* and C_ - 0.0.

The flaps modon is and-symmetrk md is given by

0_1(0 = 0_..._ink_(t-to), where k_ is_ flapre-
ducedf_equency. With the aid of the previonsvaluesof
01, Cr and k of the wing (can be measured by sensors
to feed back the leading-edge flaps mofioa), we chose

0_1_u_ = -0.5" and _ = 6.7. Equfiem (15) f_ rite wing-

flapstoo(ionissequm_aUy in_egra_lso_'a_y in_ime,.
with At - 0.0025, along with the _dcr eqmtio_ of fluid

flow, and the ND equmion is used for ,he grid defmma-
lion.FigL_e4 shows lh_I/me reslXX_'£of 0|and C_ for

the wing. It is clemrly seen that #_ respome is damped
wilhin t - to = 13 wilh a mere value of 5". However,

the wing is still o_l_ing peviodk_y around _ mean

position with a small amplitude.Next, the fl_ motion
is modified by dividing the amplitnde 0=_ by I + (t
- to) so that it ckcays with time. Fige_ 5 shows the
s_tdy response of the wing at t - 30. Th_ wing amnnes

an equih'brium Ix_tim of 5" without my mcill_m. To
check that _ is a stable equilflm.'um po_on, the wing
is disturbed it t=40 with ellalll # t. Fi[are 5 Illo_

the time _ of ¢_ and C, area"the _ con-
_qn_ing u_ the _luiUl_'ium position is stable. Figu_ 6
shows the phase planesof the whole response hist_ of
0t a_l C_,Figm_ 7-9 show the same _mlts as _ of

Figs. 4-6 when the same conerol b _tled at to = 23,27,
which is during rite limit cycle response.



Simulation of Wing-Rock Motion (Three-
Dimensional Flow)

Next, we consider the three-dimensional.flow simula-
tion of thewing-rockproblem.

A sharp-edgeddeltawing witha leading-edgesweep
of 80° is considered for the computational applications.
The angleofattackissetat30°andthefrecstre,am Mach
number ischosenas0.3forlow speedsimulation.The
wingmass-momentofinertiaaboutitsaxisis0.285.the
bearingsdamping coefficientis0.15and thetorsional

springsstiffnessis0.74.The unsteadyEuierequations
aresolvedforthethree.dimensionalflows.The hound-

aryofthecomputationaldomainconsistsofa hemispher-

icalsurfacewithitcenteratthewing wailingedgeon

itslineofgeometricsymmea'y.The hemisphericalsur-
faceisconnectedto a cylindricalafiersurfac¢withits

axiscoincidingwiththewing axis.The hemispherical
and cylindrical radii are two root-chord lengths and the
downstream, circular exit boundary is at two root-chord
lengths from the wing trailing edge. The grid consists of
48x32x32 grid points in the wrap-around, normal and
axial dixections, respectively. The grid is generated in
the crossflow planes using a modifiedJoukowski transfof
ma6on, which is applied at the grid.chord stations with
exponential clustering at the wing surface.

Since the steady flow solution isasymmetric, C,
in Eq. (16) is of non-zero value and hence Eq. (16) is
initially inhomogeneous. At t = 0, we set 0" = 0" = 0
and release the wing with its initial M, value as the
driving rolling moment. At t = At, F.q. (16) of the win.g
dynamics is integrated to obtain 01 and hence 01 and 01
(At = 0.005). Then, Eqs. (1-II) of the fluid flow ate
integrated to obtain the components of the flowfield vector
and hence p and C,. Next, t is increased to 2At and the
sequentialintegrationof the dynamicsequationand the
fluidflowequationsisrepeated.The sequentialsolutions

arerepeateduntilthelimit-cycleamplituderespon_is
reached

In Fig.I0,we show therollangle,rolling-moment
coefficient,G,. and normal-fon:¢coefficient,C,. versus

time. Significant uansient responses develop in the time
range of t = 0 -, 22, wherein the amplitudes of the re-
sponses increase and decrease. There_ler, t • 22" the
amplitudesof the reAponses continuously increase until
t = 95. At t > 95, theamplitudesand frequenciesof

theresponsesbecome periodicreachingthe limit-cycle
response.Duringthelimit-cyclereslxmse,lhemaximum

rollangle, 01-,., is10", the minimum rollangle, 01ai,,
is-II° and theperiodofosculationis3.53,whichcor-
respondsto a frequency of 1.78. With At = 0.005, each

cycleof oscillationinthelimit-cycleresponserequires
706 time steps. The shown responses, up to t = 140,
required 28,000 time steps.

Next, we consider one cycle of the limit-cycle
and analyze the roll angle, rolling-moment.

coeftlcieat and nomm/-foece-coeffclent _ to
physical insight of the wing-rock phenomenon. For this
Imrlx_e, we show in Fig. ll 01, C,)_IC,, vz. fin
the range of t - 135.19 --. 138.72. This period of m-
cillation is marked by the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 in
Fig. 11. In the first quarter of the cycle (1 --. 2), the roll
angle of the left side of the wing decreases from 0* --*
-11 ° and the wing mils in the clockwise (CW) direction,
the rolling-moment coefficient _ and changes sign
from --0.057 --. 0.0 --- ÷ 0.023 and the nomml-force co.
efficient decreases and then increases from 2.68 --. 2.65

--* 2.75. It is important to notice that the rolling moment
changes its sign which means that the rolling moment

during the first part of this quml_ of the cycle is in the
CW direction (the same direction as the motion) and in
the second part of this quar_ of the cycle is in the CCW
direction (theoppositedirectionof themotion). Hence,
the rolling moment increases the negativeangle in the first
pan and then it limitsthegrowthof the roll angle in the
second pro. In the second quarter of the cycle (2 -.. 3)
the roll angle increases from -II" --. 0 and the wing rolls
in the CCW direction, the rolling-moment coefficient in-
creases and then decreases from +0.023 -- 0.045 --. 0.04
and the normal-fore coefficients increases and then de.

creases from 2.75 --. 3.0 --. 2.84. The ro/ling-moment
coefficient is in the CCW direction (the same direction as
the motion). In the third quarter of the cycle 0--*4) the
roll angle increases from 0 =-,10"and the wing kex_ its
rolling motion in the CCW direction, the rolling-moment
coefficientdecreasesand changessignfrom+0.04 --. 0
--.-0.038andthenormal-forcecoe_clentdecreasesand

thenincreasesfrom2.84-=+2.78-=+2.86,Again,itisno-

riced that the rolling moment changes its sign fi,oen CCW
to CW directions and limits the rollangle growth.

In Figs. 12 and 13. we show snapshots at points 2 and
4, respectively; ofthec_s-flow-velocity vectors and the
static-_ contours at the chordstations of 0.54. 0.63
and0.79 and the surface-preamu_ecoefficientat the ch0¢d
stations of 0.54 and 0.63. In Fig. 12, the l_mary vortex
on the dghtsideisnem_ to the upper wing surface dum
the one on the left side. Mo_over, the primary vortex
on the right is furth_ away from the plane of geom¢lric
symmetry in comlwison to the one on the left. The
surfw.e-pnmme curves show _ peaks on the fight side
and that the surface-pressm,e difference on the right side
is larger than the om on the left side. This results into
a CCW rolling moment at this maximum nepfive roll

angle of -11". In Fig. 13, the _ _ occt_
the surface-pressure diHerence on the left side is larger
thantheone on theright side and th/s results into a

CW rolling moment at this maximum pmitive roll angle
of ÷10". These re_ts are consisumt with throe of the
_enm data of RefL 3 and4.

In Fig. 14. we show the variations of the maximum
static pressure of the vortex cores of the primary voices



on the left and right sicks versusthe roll angle for the
chord station of 0.54. The numberson the figurescor-
respond to those in Fig. I I. Since the maximum static
pressure of the core is proportional m the vortex-core
strength, it is obviously seen that the primary vortex on
the right sidehasa greaterstrength at point 2 u compared
to that on the left side. The strengthdifferentialbetween
the right and left vorticesalong with the locations of the
vortexcorescontributessubstantiallyto thenet total CCW
rolling moment which limits the negative growth of the
roll angle and reverses the wing motion. Similarly, it is
concluded that the strengthdifferential between the left
and right vortices at point 4 substantiallycontributes to
the net totalCW rolling moment which limits thepositive
growth of the roll angle and reverse, the wing motion.

In Fig. 15, we split the rolling-moment coefficient
into restoring and damping componentssimilar to Kon-
stadinopoulos, et al.9. First, the roiling.moment coeffi-
cient C, is fitted using the following expansions in terms
of O and O:

_r = alO + a20 + a3e 3 + a4a2#

+ a3#20 + a6# 3 + ate _ + aS$4#

+ a#_O 3 + a_oOaO_ + _11040 + a1205 (17)

The coefficients at - at2 &re determined using a le_-
squm'es tic A comparison of the original (-_-) and fitted
(-x-) rolling-moment coefficients i$ shown in Fig. 15.
Next. we split the fitted-rolling.moment coefficient into a
restoring part. 3,/,. and a damping pan, M_, as follows:

M', -- (at +a,O' + a,iO')O

+ (a, + a,oO')O'+ aTO' (18)

M, = (a2 + a40_ + a,O()O

+ (ae+ a,02)O' + al# (19)

In Fig. 15, we also show M, and 0 versus time, and
Md and 0 versus time. Moreover, we show on ttz_

figures the numbers 1, 2, 3,4 and 5 which
to the same numhe_ in Figs.II and 14. In thefirst

quarter of the cycle (1-,2), the roll angle 0
from 0 -* -11 °. the re._o_ng roiling moment becomes
negative during the first part and positive during the
secondpartand thedamping rolling moment, which is

negativeatpointI,increasesdintingthefirstpartand
becomesalmostzeroduringthesecondpint.Itisvery

interestingto notice that M, and M_ me negative dining
the first part and hence they are in the same direction
as the motion. During the second part, M. becomes
posidve reaching its maximum at point 2 when 0,,, =
-11 ° and hence it limits the angle growth. During the
samesecondpart, M_ becomesalmost zero indicating a
loss of damping rolling moment. In the second quarter

of thecycle (2-,3), M, stays almost comtant during the
fu_ pKt and drops to zero in the xco_ psn when the
roll angle becomes 0". During the mine _ond quarter,
M_ continuously increases from 0 to a maximum l_itive
value when theroll angle becomes 0. In the third quarter
of the cycle (3-4), a similar interaction o_ O, M, md
M, as that of the first qwter (1.2) occurs except with
opposite sign& Them conclusions are exactly simil_
to those of Ref. 9. Hence, the loss of damping rolling
moment is responsible for the wing-n3ck motion.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The mulddisciplinary problem of wing-rock motion
and its active control has been simulated using the un-
steady, COmlXe_ble, Eul_ equations; the Eulcr eqtm-
tionofrigid-bodydystamiocsand theND equationsfor
the grid deformation. The fluid flow Euler eqliom =e
solved using an implicit, approximately factored, central-
difference,finite-volumescheme; rigid-bodyEuler equa-
tion is solved using a four-stage,Rtmge-Kutm _heme and
the ND equations sre _olved u._ng an ADI scheme. Sim-
ulation ofthewing-rock problem is obtained fora delta
wing which is mounted on an axle with _ springs
and the axle is free to rotate in bearings with
damping.The wing mm its motionunder theeffect of m
initial rolling moment due to the initially asymmetric flow
at zero roll ingle and zero angu_ velocity. Fer the ac-
tive control of wing-rock motion, a tuned mti-symmelric
l_ding-edge flaps o_clllalion is used to achieve that pur-
pose. Also, it has heen shown that the hysteresis re-
sponses of position arid strength of the asymmma'Z right
and left tzriamry vortices =re rcspomible for the wing rock
motion. Moreover. it has also been shown that the Iota
of aerodynamic damping rolling moment at the zero an-
gular velocity value is a main reason for the wing rock
motion. These conclusions m_ _msistent with the
vious findings of the experimentaP ,4 and computationaP
_h work.
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Abstract

Unsteady Euler and Navier-Stokes Computations Around
Oscillating Delta Wings Including Dynamics

Ahmed Abd-E1-Bar Ahmed Salman

Uld Dominion University, 1992

Director: Professor Osama I. Kandil

Unsteady flows around rigid or flexible delta wings with and

without oscillating leading-edge flaps are considered. These unsteady

flow problems are categorized under two classes of problems. In the

first class, the wing motion is prescribed a priori and in the second

class, the wing motion is obtained as a part of the solution. The

formulation of the first class includes either the unsteady Euler or

unsteady Navier-Stokes equations for the fluid dynamics and the

unsteady linearized Navier-displacement equations for the grid

deformation. For the formulation of the second class, the rigid-body

dynamics equations are used, in addition to the fluid dynamics and

grid-deformation equations, to obtain the wing motion.

Different computational schemes have been used to solve these

equations. For the fluid-dynamics equations, an implicit,

approximately-factored, central-differenced finite-volume scheme is

used. For the rigid-body dynamics equation, an explicit, four-stage

Runge-Kutta, time-stepping scheme is used. For the grid deformation

equations, an alternating direction implicit (ADI) scheme is used. A

modified Joukowski Transformation is used to generate conical and

three-dimensional grids, and an elliptic grid generator is used to

generate the two-dimensional grids.
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The problem of unsteady transonic flow past a bicircular-arc

airfoil undergoing prescribed thickening-thinning oscillation is

studied using the CFL2D code. This code is used to solve the Navier-

Stokes equations using an implicit, flux-difference splitting, finite-

volume scheme. The unsteady linearized Navier-displacement (ND)

equations are used to compute grid deformation. This application falls

under the first class of problems described above. It demonstrates the

validity of applying the developed schemes for flexible airfoils, by

comparing present results with the available computational results.

For the unsteady .supersonic flows around flexible delta wings

with prescribed oscillating deformation and rigid delta _ings with

leading-edge-flap oscillations, the conservative, unsteady Euler and

thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations in a moving frame-of-reference,

along with the linearized ND equations, have been used. These problems

are solved under the locally-conical flow assumption which

substantially reduces the computational cost and still provides

physical understanding of the flow behavior. Two main problems are

solved to demonstrate the validity of the developed schemes. The first

problem is that of a flexible delta wing undergoing a prescribed

bending-mode oscillation. In the second problem9 a rigid-delta wing

with symmetric and anti-symmetric flap oscillations is considered. For

the second problem, a parametric study of the effects of reduced

frequency and hinge location is considered. The wing-flap problem also

has been studied for different angles of attack and Mach numbers vhere

shock _aves could be either under or above the primary vortex of the

leading-edge flaps. These applications fall under the first class of

problems.

For the unsteady flow applications, where the wing motion is not

prescribed a priori (second class of problems), either the unsteady

Euler or thin-layer Navier-Stokes equations and the rigid-body

dynamics equations, in a moving frame of reference, are solved

sequentially to obtain the flow behavior and the wing motion. The main

application for this class of unsteady flow phenomena, is the wing-

rock problem. Using the locally-conical flo_ assumption, three

problems are solved. The first is that of a delta wing undergoing a
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damped rolling oscillation. The second is that of a delta wing

undergoing a limit-cycle, wing-rock motion. In the third problem,

suppression of the ring-rock motion is demonstrated using a tuned

anti-symmetric oscillation of the leading-edge flaps. In the third

problem, the unsteady linearized Navier-displacement equations are

also used to account for the grid deformation due to the leading-edge

flap motion.

Next, the locally-conical-flow assumption has been relaxed and

the unsteady, three-dimensional, subsonic flow around a sharp-edged

delta wing undergoing a limit-cycle ring-rock motion has been solved.

For this problem, the unsteady Euler equations are solved sequentially

along with the rigid-body dynamics equation.
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